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Sounds very interessant.

Very interesting, easy to understand and full of practical examples! To improve the 
practice: maybe do smaller groups?

Appropriate design. Though how will women be randomised when breech diagnoses 
in labour?

INterested to see how women will respond to being out in standard v new design

Think that the trail design is great. Good luck

Makes much more sense than standard care practiced in my trust. N/A Good

Why dont you offer ecv to both groups and then randomise?

Interesting study, looking forward to hearing the results!

Sounds a great study and I look forward to being part of it at the Trust. I assume there 
will be appropriate specialist care for those woman wishing a vaginal breech birth in 
the standard care package? Will there be a clear construct of who is appropriate for 
breech birth eg EFW, type of breech, etc.

Brilliant idea . Look forward to results

Why does the randomised physiological breech births  not offered an ECV?

Seems to be a clear pathway and an exciting prospect

Very clear what is being looked at

What happens if a breech specialist happens to be on duty when a woman randomised 
to standard care comes in?

All women should be given same specialist care, so I don't think it's fair for women on 
the standard care not to receive the best advice

Design appears good, try to ensure all staff have obligatory learning on breech birth 
as this will improve chances of having at lease a semi skilled professional at all births.

Brilliant idea Good idea to normalise breezy birth

Sounds amazing and I'd love to be part of this at Queen Charlottes but my only 
hesitation is funding. We would need help in funding the service.

Looks easy to follow. Simple Physiological breech birth Very good

Very well put together and informative

Sounds very good. Unsure how realistic the 24/7 availability of a specialist is...

Great to be anle tonwatch so many videos and practice regularly so it will be easier to 
memorize the manouvres in the future

Very positive I now feel comfortable taking part in a vaginal Breech delivery

Do you also have ethics approval to collect outcomes for women who decline 
randomisation?

Sounds great and I am excited that my hospital is part of as I can't wait to be part of it.

First time I have ever had breech birth explained physiologically. This should be rolled 
or trust wise as a mandatory study day for GSTT.  Provided a very balanced view with 
risks and benefits for both CS and VBB and physiological breech and intervention.

Real videos are a super plus, good way to put the theory in practice in a study day, 
everything much more clear

Think it was great to learn recent research and update on breech deliveries  and its 
complications

Videos are very self-explanatory and is good to actually practice the  manouvres hands 
on straight after.

Met the objectives well Met the objectives well Very positive Sounds good!

I feel that objectives would be really useful in practice Very informative

Well laid out and clear objectives Really exciting Really intersting

Really interesting good participation for breech manoeuvres great workbook

Excellent study day Very useful and informative It's very logical and clear

Amazing course and very useful! Really helpful! Thank you

Much easier to understand and helpful It would be a very useful in practice

Looks good
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